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Malaika Vaz 

 
As our world continues to face a number of social, economic, and environmental 
issues, the planet’s youth must step up in order to reverse the consequences of 
these issues and prevent them in the future.  One of the most active young leaders 
of today is Malaika Vaz, a twenty-two year old National Geographic explorer, 
wildlife presenter, filmmaker, and conservationist.  From showing her extraordinary 
athletic skills in sports like windsurfing, diving, horse riding, sailing, and kayaking to 
communicating mobilizing messages to audiences through her filmmaking, Malaika 
has proven herself to be a well-rounded activist and leader.  Growing up in Gao, 
India, and competing as a windsurfer from a young age, Vaz often saw firsthand the 
horrendous effects that tourism has on marine life.  Vaz is currently investigating 
the illegal trade of manta ray across Southeast Asia and continues to publicize the 
importance of saving endangered animals through her films.  Not only does Malaika 
speak out for animals and the environment, but she’s also an advocate of 
supporting criminally labeled tribal communities, sexual abuse survivors, and 
underpriveleged youth.  I was drawn to Malaika Vaz because we both share an 
interest in filmmaking.  As I plan on attending a film school in California, I have a 
goal of spreading motivational messages to large audiences and encouraging a 
more active spirit to preserving our natural resources before it’s too late.  Malaika, 
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being in the same generation as me and already having produced an 8-part 
documentary series about endangered species of Asia, is an inspiration for me to 
continue speaking out for environmental preservation through different mediums, 
such as film.  Another reason I find Malaika Vaz such a brilliant role model is the 
fact that she’s an empowered woman who has used her experience as an athlete to 
explore the ways that we can prevent further pollution of the ocean.  Although 
Malaika primarily competes in windsurfing and I am a cross country runner, I find 
joy in seeing a strong and willful woman defying odds and using a platform to 
spread environmental awareness. 
 
If you were to meet this person, what would you share about how they have 
impacted you? Write up three questions for your hero. 
 
If I were to meet my eco hero I would converse with her about filmmaking and how 
to use film as a catalyst for environmental conservation.  I would tell her that I 
agree with her thoughts about our generation: we may be the last generation to 
reverse the detrimental effects of pollution, deforestation, and climate change. 
Although we still may be young and still have much to experience, it’s never too 
early to start taking action to protect endangered species and their ecosystems.  If I 
were to ask Malaika Vaz three questions, I would ask: 

1. How did you become a National Geographic explorer? 
2. What environmental issue will your next project focus on? 
3. How can I better encourage my peers to take part in the movement for 

environmental change? 
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